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**PONTON**

A *Lake Wobegon Novel*

**GARRISON KEILLOR**

Only after Evelyn, a Sanctified Brethren woman of good standing, dies in her sleep, do we find out that she led a secret life—one that inspires her daughter to change her own.

A Viking hardcover

September 304 pp. 978-0-670-06356-7 $25.95

**LAST JEW STANDING**

**MICHAEL SIMON**

Lieutenant Dan Reles has a great career as head of Austin Homicide—then his mob-connected father shows up on his doorstep, prostitute in tow.

A Viking hardcover

September 352 pp. 978-0-670-06324-6 $25.95

**FROZEN TRACKS**

An *Inspector Erlk Winter Novel*

**ÅKE EDWARDSON**

An investigation takes Winter to “the flats,” the barren prairies of rural Sweden whose wastelands conceal crimes as sinister as the land itself.

A Viking hardcover

September 400 pp. 978-0-670-06323-9 $25.95

**PILGRIMS**

**ELIZABETH GILBERT**


Penguin 224 pp. 978-0-14-311337-9 $14.00

**LAST NIGHT AT THE LOBSTER**

**STEWART O’NAN**

Manager Manny DeLeon’s Red Lobster is going out of business, but he must navigate a tricky last shift. “A book that embodies what’s best in us.”—Stephen King.

A Viking hardcover

November 160 pp. 978-0-670-01827-7 $19.95

**SLAM**

**NICK HORNY**

Hornby’s first novel for young adults is a wonderfully witty, poignant story about a teenage boy unwittingly thrust into fatherhood.

A Putnam hardcover

October 304 pp. 978-0-399-25048-4 $19.99

**CHEATING AT CANASTA**

**STORIES**

**WILLIAM TREVOR**

From a chance encounter between two childhood friends to the impending sale of a family’s ancestral land, the master of the short story illumines the tenuous bonds of our relationships in these 12 nuanced tales.

A Viking hardcover

October 256 pp. 978-0-670-01837-6 $24.95

**THE KITE RUNNER**

**Illustrated Edition**

**KHALED HOSSEINI**

A lavish collector’s edition filled with striking photographs that bring to life the heartbreaking friendship of a wealthy Afghan boy and the son of his father’s servant. Full-color photos.

A Riverhead hardcover

October 352 pp. 978-1-59448-954-9 $24.95

**HEAVEN’S NET IS WIDE**

**The First Tale of the Otori**

**LIAN HEARN**

In the new prequel—and final volume—to the spectacular Otori series, the hazy past of Lord Otori Shigeru is revealed, including his relationship with the Tribe of mysterious assassins and his fateful meeting with Lady Maruyama.

A Riverhead hardcover

Now Available 480 pp. 978-1-59448-953-2 $26.95

**SPUD**

**JOHN VAN DE RUIT**

The fastest selling book in South Africa’s history depicts a 13-year-old choirboy in his first year at an elite Durban boarding school. “South Africa’s *Catcher in the Rye*!”—Alexander McCall Smith.

A Razorbill hardcover

October 336 pp. 978-1-59514-170-5 $16.99
ISLAND OF EXILES
I. J. PARKER
In the latest installment in the widely acclaimed mystery series set in 11th-century Japan, the emperor asks Sugawara Akitada to pose as a prisoner to solve the fatal poisoning of exiled Prince Okisada.
A Penguin paperback
October 356 pp. 978-0-399-15440-9 $26.95

NOW AND THEN
A SPENSER NOVEL
ROBERT B. PARKER
When Spenser investigates a man’s wife, he discovers that the “other man” aids terrorists. Determined to silence the Boston F.L., the terrorist accomplice goes after Spenser’s beloved Susan Silverman.
A Putnam hardcover
October 320 pp. 978-0-399-15441-6 $25.95

MARK’S STORY
THE JESUS CHRONICLES
TIM LAHAYE and JERRY B. JENNINGS
Young Mark hears Jesus’ prophecies firsthand and then later, at the urging of his mentor Peter, he writes down a spare, vivid account of the last days of Jesus’ life and first days of the early church.
A Putnam hardcover
October 320 pp. 978-0-399-15447-8 $24.95
Also available as a Penguin AudioBook
11 hours, 9 CDs, Unabridged 978-0-14-314247-8 $34.95

SURE FIRE
JACK HIGGINS with JUSTIN RICHARDS
When the mother of 15-year-old twins Rich and Jade dies, their long-lost father John Chance appears at the funeral to collect them. But when Chance suddenly disappears, Rich and Jade uncover the truth: he’s a spy.
A Putnam hardcover
October 192 pp. 978-0-399-24784-2 $16.99

INDIGARA
TANITH LEE
When Jet and her robot dog, Otis, are taken to their planet’s film capital, Oldwood, they soon discover the mysterious otherworld of Indigara, spontaneously generated from sets of SF movies that never got made.
A Putnam hardcover
October 192 pp. 978-0-399-24782-0 $11.99

CREATION IN DEATH
NORA ROBERTS WRITING as J. D. ROBB
When the body of a young brunnette is found in East River Park, Lieutenant Eve Dallas is catalyzed back to a case 9 years earlier—that of “The Groom,” who put silver rings on his victims’ fingers.
A Putnam hardcover
November 400 pp. 978-0-399-15436-2 $25.95

THE CHASE
CLIVE CUSSLER
In 1906, detective Isaac Bell pursues the “Butcher Bandit” throughout the western United States—until the bandit turns the chase back on Bell.
A Putnam hardcover
November 416 pp. 978-0-399-15438-6 $26.95
Also available as a Penguin AudioBook
6 hours, 5 CDs, Abridged 978-0-14-314244-7 $29.95
15 hours, 13 CDs, Unabridged 978-0-14-314243-0 $39.95

INVENTING MEMORY
A NOVEL OF MOTHERS AND DAUGHTERS
ERICA JONG
“Four generations of talented, beautiful Jewish women—Sarah, Salome, Sally, and Sara—fill ten decades with tragic, action-packed lives shaped by the challenges of Jewish history and the misery created by the deeply flawed men they choose.”—Library Journal.
A Tarcher paperback
Now Available 320 pp. 978-1-58542-584-6 $16.95

T IS FOR TRESPASS
SUE GRAFTON
In her most unsettling novel to date, the author shifts from the voice of Kinsey Millhone to that of Solana Rojas, introducing readers to a chilling sociopath.
A Putnam / Marian Wood hardcover
December 400 pp. 978-0-399-15445-0 $26.95

THE SHOOTERS
A PRESIDENTIAL AGENT NOVEL
W.E.B. GRIFFIN
While in Paraguay, Delta Force officer Charley Castillo is approached by a lieutenant from the American embassy seeking help in rescuing a missing DEA agent and combating the drug lords themselves.
A Putnam hardcover
January 512 pp. 978-0-399-15448-5 $26.95

SIZZLE AND BURN
AN ARCANEA SOCIETY NOVEL
JAY ANN LENZTZ
While Rainie Tallentyre is clearing out her late Aunt Vella’s house, her paranormal abilities reveal a young woman bound in a storage locker.
A Putnam hardcover
January 384 pp. 978-0-399-15445-4 $24.95

WORLD WITHOUT END
KEN FOLLETT
This long-awaited sequel to The Pillars of the Earth takes place in the same town of Kingsbridge, two centuries after the townspeople completed their Gothic cathedral. A new generation struggles to cope with the onslaught of new ideas and the ravages of the Black Death.
A Dutton hardcover
October 992 pp. 978-0-525-95007-3 $35.00
Also available as a Penguin AudioBook
41 hours, 33 CDs, Unabridged 978-0-14-314255-5 $59.95
10 hours, 8 CDs, Abridged 978-0-14-314254-4 $39.95

INTERRED WITH THEIR BONES
JENNIFER LEE CARRELL
On the eve of the Globe’s production of Hamlet, director Kate Shelton’s mentor Roe gives her a mysterious box. When the Globe is burned to the ground and Roe is found murdered, Kate finds the first clue of a Shakespearean puzzle in the box.
A Dutton hardcover
September 416 pp. 978-0-525-94979-1 $25.95
Also available as a Penguin AudioBook
14 hours, 12 CDs, Unabridged 978-0-14-314233-1 $39.95

THE SANCTUARY
RAYMOND KHOURY
An American army unit hunting down Saddam’s inner circle in Baghdad discovers a state-of-the-art lab where gruesome experiments took place. But the scientist in charge of the lab, the Haskeen (doctor), escapes, leaving behind a puzzling clue carved into the wall.
A Dutton hardcover
Now Available 416 pp. 978-0-525-95029-5 $25.95
Also available as a Penguin AudioBook
14 hours, 12 CDs, Unabridged 978-0-14-314233-1 $39.95

DEATH SONG
MICHAEL MCGARRITY
The bushwhack killing of a deputy sheriff and the brutal murder of his wife bring Santa Fe Police Chief Kevin Kerney and his Mescalero Apache son, Sergeant Clayton Istee, back together in a double homicide investigation.
A Dutton hardcover
January 304 pp. 978-0-525-95036-3 $24.95

THE OPPOSITE OF LOVE
HELEN BENEDICT
When midst 17-year-old Madge visits New York City, she befriends a young abandoned boy and takes him back to her rural Pennsylvania town. But she finds that caring for a child is not as easy as she thought.
A Dutton hardcover

FATAL REMEDIES
DONNA LEON
When an act of vandalism shatters the calm of a Venetian dawn, Commissario Brunetti is shocked to find that the culprit waiting to be apprehended at the scene is a member of his own family.
A Penguin paperback
October 336 pp. 978-0-14-311242-6 $7.99

HOME TO HOLLY SPRINGS
A FATHER TIM NOVEL
JAN KARON
For the first time in decades, Father Tim returns to his Mississippi birthplace, answering an unsigned note saying simply, “Come home.”
A Viking hardcover
October 368 pp. 978-0-670-07185-3 $26.95
Also available as a Penguin AudioBook
15 hours, 13 CDs, Unabridged 978-0-14-314254-6 $39.95

Please visit us online to see next season’s library newsletter:
www.penguin.com/library


To order, use your regular supplier or mail the order form provided directly to Penguin GROUP (USA) INC. If form is missing call (212) 366-2372.
DEAREST DOROTHY, IF NOT NOW, WHEN? CHARLENE ANN BAUMBICH

Dorothy cheers the return of her attorney son Jacob to their hometown of Partonville and muses that he might help Katie Durbin with more than legal matters.

A Penguin paperback

October 352 pp. 978-0-451-22207-7 $14.00

RASHI’S DAUGHTERS: BOOK 1: JOHEVED

In 11th-century France, when scholar Salomon ben Isaac returns home to Troyes to assume the family winery, he begins writing the first Talmud commentary—and clandestinely teaching Talmud to his three daughters. But when eldest daughter Josephed becomes betrothed, she must choose between marital happiness and religious fidelity.

A Flame paperback

Now Available 384 pp. 978-0-452-28862-1 $15.00

RASHI’S DAUGHTERS: BOOK 2: MIRIAM

Ben Isaac’s middle daughter, Miriam, becomes a midwife to bring new life safely into the Troyes Jewish community, but cannot foresee how she will have to rely on the wisdom of Mishnah and Gemara that her father has secretly taught her.

An NAL paperback

September 352 pp. 978-0-451-22208-4 $14.00

STEALING LUMBY

GAIL FRASER

When the small town’s most famous painting, The Barns of Lumby, is stolen, and then one of the actual barns disappears, Lumby’s citizens circle the wagons.

An NAL paperback

September 352 pp. 978-0-451-22208-4 $14.00

NECESSARY ARRANGEMENTS

TANYA MICHA

“A heartfelt and moving story about holding on and letting go, about family ties and the love that binds us, strengthens us, and ultimately allows us to triumph.”—Lisa Wingate.

An NAL Loom paperback

September 356 pp. 978-0-451-22207-7 $13.95

OBESDIAN MYSTERIES

NAL and Penguin Group (USA) are thrilled to announce a new imprint!

SWEET GEORGIA BROWN: CHERYL ROBINSON

Fed up with what her radio personality husband is saying about her on the air, Georgia Brown calls up to let him have it—unaware that she’s on the air. Soon she’s the host of her own nationally syndicated show.

An NAL paperback

December 368 pp. 978-0-451-22228-2 $13.95

LABOR OF LOVE: EMILY FRANKLIN

The author of The Principles of Love series introduces the Chalet Girls, Melissa, Harley, and Lily, who work at a chic ski resort and are in for one hot winter.

An NAL Jam paperback

October 256 pp. 978-0-451-22211-4 $9.99

BALANCING ACTS: CHALET GIRLS

EMILY FRANKLIN

Melissa, Harley, and Lily are settling into their respective jobs at Les Deux Alpes, Europe’s hottest ski resort, and trying to make the most of their off-hours.

An NAL Jam paperback


GEEK HIGH

PIPER BANKS

“Human Calculator,” can’t even fit in with the other geeks at the Nottingham Independent School for high-IQ students, because they actually have useful talents.

An NAL Jam paperback


DARK POSSESSION

CHRISTINE FEEHAN

“The queen of paranormal romance” (USA Today) follows counselor MaryAnn Delaney to South America, unaware of the trap set for her by Manolito de la Cruz, a near vampire summoned to his Carpathian homeland.

A Redeker hardcover

September 320 pp. 978-0-451-21709-5 $24.95

DARK HUNGER

CHRISTINE FEEHAN

In this Manga version of the author’s Carpathian classic, animal-liberation activist Juliette discovers an immortal Carpathian male, caged.

A Redeker paperback

October 208 pp. 978-0-451-21783-2 $10.00

THE BORDER LORD’S DANCE

BERTRICE SMALL

The queen of the historical genre continues her Border Chronicles with the tale of an imposing laird forced to marry the woman he rescued. Never could he have imagined that she would become the love of a lifetime.

An NAL paperback

October 384 pp. 978-0-451-22214-5 $14.00

MADEMOISELLE BOLEYN

ROBIN MAXWELL

While her father and sister are busy uncovering the secrets of the French court, Anne Boleyn discovers the power of being a woman who catches the eye of a powerful king.

An NAL paperback

November 368 pp. 978-0-451-22209-1 $14.00

TRASHED

ALISON GAYLIN

Drudge for a Hollywood scandal sheet, Simone Glass looks into the apparent suicide of a soap opera star. “Gaylin’s novels are quirky, suspenseful, passionate, endearing. Label me a big fan.”—Harlan Coben.

An Obsidian Mysteries hardcover

September 336 pp. 978-0-451-22113-1 $21.95

MURDER, SHE WROTE: PASSING FOR MURDER

JESSICA FLETCHER AND DONALD BAIN

Jessica’s much-deserved cruise becomes a working vacation when friend Kathy tags along, hoping to find her sister Wilimena, who vanished from the same vessel.

An Obsidian Mysteries hardcover

October 288 pp. 978-0-451-22220-6 $19.95

WHY MERMAIDS SING

A SEBASTIAN ST. CYR MYSTERY

C. S. HARRIS

During 1811, the mutilated bodies of London’s elite sons have been found at dawn in public places. Although Sebastian is distracted by his teaching Talmud to his three daughters. But when eldest daughter Josephed becomes betrothed, she must choose between marital happiness and religious fidelity.

A Penguin paperback

October 288 pp. 978-0-451-22219-0 $9.99

MR. MONK IN OUTER SPACE

LEE GOLDBERG

A witty new novel about the obsessive TV detective with no tolerance for the crooked. “Goldberg makes Adrian Monk more interesting than the TV version.”—Chicago Tribune.

An Obsidian Mysteries hardcover

December 288 pp. 978-0-451-22098-1 $19.95

THE BORDERS LORD’S DANCE

BERTRICE SMALL

The queen of the historical genre continues her Border Chronicles with the tale of an imposing laird forced to marry the woman he rescued. Never could he have imagined that she would become the love of a lifetime.

An NAL paperback

October 316 pp. 978-0-451-22214-5 $14.00

MADEMOISELLE BOLEYN

ROBIN MAXWELL

While her father and sister are busy uncovering the secrets of the French court, Anne Boleyn discovers the power of being a woman who catches the eye of a powerful king.

An NAL paperback

November 368 pp. 978-0-451-22209-1 $14.00

To order, use your regular supplier or mail the order form provided directly to Penguin GROUP (USA) INC. If form is missing call (212) 366-2372.
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VIOLENT ON THE RUNWAY

MELISSA WALKER

“A story for any girl who ever wondered what it

would be like to have your wildest dream come true.”—Sarah Dessen.

A Berkley Sensation hardcover

AN ice COLD GRAVE

CHARLAE hARRIS

Harper Connelly and brother Tolliver go to

North Carolina to find a missing boy, only to

learn that several others have disappeared there in recent years—all calling for Harper.

A Berkley Prime Crime hardcover

October 320 pp. 978-0-425-21720-7 $23.95

QUEEN GEEKS IN LOVE

LAURa PREBBLE

Shelby has been neglecting the Queen Geek

Social Club ever since she met Fletcher. Now co-founder Becca and another Queen Geek fall for the same guy. A doomed love triangle—or rhombus, if you count Shelby and Fletcher.

A Berkley Jam paperback

October 320 pp. 978-0-425-21717-7 $9.99

DEMON ENVY

ERIN LYNN

When Kenzie Sutcliffe dropped her acne lotion

down the shower drain, it freed a demon from

his prison portal. Being a teenager can be hell—especially when your new friend was born there.

A Berkley Jam paperback

November 208 pp. 978-0-425-21737-5 $9.99

MANDERLEY PREP

A BFf NOVEL

CAROL CULVER

When scholarship girl Cindy Ellis lands at the

most exclusive school on the West Coast, she struggles to make friends. It doesn’t help that her beautiful twin stepsisters, who lead the cheerleading squad, want nothing to do with her.

A Berkley Jam paperback

December 192 pp. 978-0-425-21747-4 $9.99

THE TALE OF HAWTHORN HOUSE

The Cottage Tales of Beatrix Potter

SUSAN WITTIG ALBERT

Miss Potter receives an unexpected visitor: Baby Flora, left on her doorstep with a note, a sprig of hawthorn, and a scarab ring.

A Berkley Prime Crime hardcover

September 320 pp. 978-0-425-21712-2 $23.95

FRILL KILL

A Scrapbooking MYSTERY

LAURa cHILDs

On the way home from a Halloween bash at her

friend’s scrapbooking store, Carmela finds the body of a model behind a Dumpster—and then is attacked herself.

A Berkley Prime Crime hardcover

October 288 pp. 978-0-425-21730-6 $22.95

THE BETRAYED

A NOVEL OF THE GIFTED

LISA T. BERGREN

The quest of the spiritually empowered Gifted ones continues as the healer, the priest, and the knight join forces in a supernatural war.

A Berkley Praise hardcover

September 320 pp. 978-0-425-21708-5 $23.95

To order, use your regular supplier or mail the order form provided directly to Penguin GROUP (USA) INC. If form is missing call (212) 366-2372.
MRS. JEFFRIES AND THE FEAST OF ST. STEPHEN
A VICTORIAN MYSTERY
EMILY BRIGHTWELL
The good cheer of a Yuletide dinner in West Brompton fizzes when the host, wealthy Stephen Whitfield, is killed before the second course.
A Berkley Prime Crime hardcover
October 320 pp. 978-0-425-21731-3 $22.95

ALL SHOTS
A DOG LOVER’S MYSTERY
SUSAN CONANT
While searching for a Siberian husky, malamute trainer Holly Winter discovers the gunned-down body of...another Holly Winter.
A Berkley Prime Crime hardcover
November 256 pp. 978-0-425-21744-3 $22.95

SHROUDS OF HOLLY
A SPECIAL PENNYFOOT HOTEL MYSTERY
KATE KINGSBURY
An hour after Cecily sends her husband and stable manager into the woods to cut some holly for the ballroom, their carriage returns with the horse, the holly...and a dead body.
A Berkley Prime Crime hardcover
November 320 pp. 978-0-425-21849-5 $13.00

KNITTING BONES
A NEEDLECRAYFT MYSTERY
MONICA FERRIS
The Embroiderers Guild is thrilled with the $20,000 they raised for charity; less so with the horse, the holly...and a dead body.
A Berkley Prime Crime hardcover
December 320 pp. 978-0-425-21752-8 $23.95

EYE OF THE BEHOLDER
SHARI SHATTUCK
“Shattuck braids characters like a shaman braids charms, but it’s the reader who falls under her spell.” —James W. Hall.
A Berkley Prime Crime hardcover
December 320 pp. 978-0-425-21753-5 $23.95

TAKE ME HOME
JERRI CORGIAT
An accident leaves Florida completely dependent on the two people who have never been dependable: the mother who abandoned her and ex-lover Stan.
A Signet Eclipse paperback
September 384 pp. 978-0-451-22204-6 $6.99

REFLECTABLE
JULIE ORTOLON
Jackson’s family virtually owns the town of Hope, Texas. But when his high-school crush returns after a decade away, he must choose between the high life or the hometown girl.
A Signet Eclipse paperback
September 304 pp. 978-0-451-22204-6 $6.99

BLOOD RED
JAMES A. MOORE
Halloween has always been a time for celebration in picturesque Black Stone Bay, RI—until this year.
A Berkley paperback
September 416 pp. 978-0-425-21759-7 $7.99

STRING OF LIES
MARRY ELLEN HUGHES
No sooner is Jo’s Craft Corner in the black than a local developer has her seeing red—then turns up dead.
A Berkley Prime Crime paperback

THE MUSKETEER’S APPRENTICE
SARAH D’ALMEIDA
Muskeeteer Porthos rallies his friends to search for his apprentice’s killer.
A Berkley Prime Crime paperback
September 320 pp. 978-0-425-21769-6 $6.99

SISTERS ON THE CASE
CELEBRATING TWENTY YEARS OF SISTERS IN CRIME
Edited by Sara Paretsky
An anniversary anthology of 25 classics and original stories by today’s best women mystery writers, from Sue Henry and Linda Grant to Barbara D’Amato and Margaret Maron.
An Obsidian paperback
October 352 pp. 978-0-451-22239-8 $7.99

MIDNIGHT ALLEY
THE MORGANVILLE VAMPIRES, BOOK THREE
RACHEL CAINE
Claire Danvers’s college town enjoys a truce between the living and the dead, but now an ancient vampire has proposed private mentoring.
A NAL Jace paperback
October 256 pp. 978-0-451-22238-1 $5.99

SERVANT: THE AWAKENING
L. L. FOSTER
Gabrielle Cady can see demons—and she must destroy them, even the alluring Detective Luther Cross.
A Berkley paperback
October 304 pp. 978-0-425-21874-7 $7.99

SWORD OF GOD
CHRIS KUZNESKI
When an incarcerated terrorist escapes, leaving his captors slaughtered, ex-MANIAC honcho Jonathan Payne vows revenge.
An Ace paperback
October 336 pp. 978-0-515-14356-0 $7.99